
President's Message

Happy May!!
Please check out our newsletter to stay informed of all that
Gamma Kappa Omega Chapter has going on. During May,
 we will celebrate Mental Health Awareness Month, Lupus
Awareness Month, Asian-Pacific Heritage Month and Mother’s Day. 
        As we observe Asian Pacific American Heritage Month ~ an annual celebration
of achievements by Asian Pacific Americans in the United States ~ we reflect on
and stand in solidarity against the rising discriminatory acts against our Asian
American brothers and sisters. Rest in Peace to those who were tragically killed in
March in Atlanta. Let’s embrace one another’s differences.
        May is a month full of opportunities to engage, educate yourself, take care of
your mental health and advocate on the behalf of others.
        This May, GKO will be highlighting several workshops focusing on  equipping
others with the knowledge, skills and access to such topics as fiscal fitness, good
mental health, positive relationship-building with other women, celebrating 

(continued on  page x)
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GKO IN ACTION

Scholarship Deadline: May 5

Chapter Meeting; May 8

Mother's Day: May 9

Lupus Awareness, pages 12-14
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Join Gamma Kappa Omega for our

Mothers and Daughters' event via

Zoom on May 22.

MENTAL

HEALTH

MATTERS

Join the conversation and learn

ways you need to self-care.
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SUCCE$$
POPCORN

Congratulations, GKO!
 

**You did that!  *
Congratulations on your PHENOMENAL sales

with our Popcorn fundraiser, in which you
raised more than $6,000 for

our chapter projects!



President's Message (continued)
and celebrating Mothers.
        I challenge you all to dig deep into some areas you would like to grow in or serve in or
communities for which you want to advocate. Let your voices be heard and your actions be
seen. Watch documentaries concerning these various issues, read some books, spend time
volunteering with these groups and embrace all the greatness that comes with challenges
and differences. 

Happy May!

Sisterly,
Jacari Henderson, President

SORORS ON THE MOVE 

 
Sorors On The Move "celebrates our Sorors who have gained

recognition or accomplishments on their jobs or
in their respective careers.

 
This month, we celebrate  Soror Mia, who will be graduating

with her Masters in Higher Education from SIUC.
        Soror Mia, we wish you well in professional endeavors.

        Best of luck, Soror, and congratulations! 
 
 
 
 

Congratulations to Soror Stephanie, who recently was hired
as the Media & Communications Specialist for

a 3,200-student, pre-K to 8th grade
school district about an hour north of Chicago.
        Soror Stephanie, we wish you luck in your
professional endeavors, and we will miss you! 
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Soror Candace works diligently behind-the-scenes to assure that
GKO’s Arts continue to shine in fundraising and programming
events and assists the chapter to continue to move GKO forward.  
        Soror Candace takes the initiative to assist in spearheading
programming without having to be asked and serves selflessly.
Candace, GKO appreciates your sacrifices
and efforts.
        Keep up the great work.
        We see you, admire you and
 acknowledge you!  

Soror Darryelle has been present and actively
serving as Second Anti-Basileus.

She has been doing a phenomenal
job in leading in her new role and engaging other

Sorors in GKO. Darryelle leads the pack in
supporting our fundraising initiatives to support our scholarships.

Darryelle, GKO appreciates your sacrifices and efforts.
Keep up the great work!

We see you, admire you and acknowledge you!!
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Sorors of the Month
S P O T L I G H T



BIRTHDAY
Happy
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May Beauties

Soror Cheryl ~ May 1
Soror Marilyn ~ May 14

Soror Rodnisha ~ May 22
Soror Markea ~ May 25



 
Happy
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Soror Brandi
Soror Breonna
Soror Candace
Soror Charna
Soror Jessica
Soror Kaycee
Soror Micah

Soror Monica
Soror Raven 

 

May 5
2nd AKAversary

AKAVERSARY

Soror Joyce Hayes
May 5

46th AKAversary

Soror Cheryl Walton
May 5

42nd AKAversary
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Sorors Jacari, Shanita and Cerra
interview Soror Barlowe and Soror

Hayes about their early years in
Gamma Kappa Omega Chapter.

Watch their interview on the
Chapter'sYouTube channel.

Soror Joyce Hayes
May 5

46th AKAversary

80 Years of
Sisterhood

 



Gamma Kappa Omega
Leading and Winning In Excellence
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Gamma Kappa Omega
Leading and Winning In Excellence
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Gamma Kappa Omega
Commands Attention at the 87th CRC
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Gamma Kappa Omega
Commands Attention at the 87th CRC
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Gamma Kappa Omega
Commands Attention at the 87th CRC
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Congratulations,
Soror Jacari Henderson,

named a Runner-Up for
the Outstanding Sisterly Relations Award!



Gamma Kappa Omega
Commands Attention at the 87th CRC
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Gamma Kappa Omega
Commands Attention at the 87th CRC
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Mental Health Awareness Month
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Be well!
Learn more by visiting:

https://efr.org/2020/11/06/mental-health-month-tips/

https://efr.org/2020/11/06/mental-health-month-tips/
https://efr.org/2020/11/06/mental-health-month-tips/


Mental Health Forum
May 6, 2021

Via Zoom
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Mental Health
~ A Week of Wellness ~
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Mental Health
~ A Week of Wellness ~
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Mother's Day is May 9
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What is Lupus?
    Technically known as systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE). Lupus is a long-term autoimmune disease in which
the body’s immune system becomes hyperactive and
attacks normal, healthy tissue. Symptoms include
inflammation, swelling and damage to the joints, skin,
kidneys, blood, heart, and lungs.

LIFE OF A LUPUS

WARRIOR

     SLE is diagnosed by a health care
provider using symptom assessments,
physical examination, X-rays, and lab
tests. SLE may be difficult to diagnose
because its early signs and symptoms are
not specific and can look like signs and
symptoms of other diseases. SLE may
also be misdiagnosed if only a blood test
is used for diagnosis. The most
distinctive sign of lupus is a facial rash
that resembles the wings of a butterfly
unfolding across both cheeks, this occurs
in many but not all cases of lupus.
        Because diagnosis can be
challenging, it is important to see a

By Soror Shanita

  doctor who specializes in rheumatology
for a final diagnosis. The cause of Lupus
is not clear; it is thought to involve
genetics and environmental factors.
        SLE can affect people of all ages,
including children. However, women of
childbearing age ~ 15 to 44 years of age ~
are at the greatest risk of developing SLE.     
Minority racial and ethnic groups such as
African Americans, Hispanics & Latinos,
Asians, and American Native Americans 
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are affected at 2 times the rate of Caucasian women.
        Also, women are affected far more than men are (the estimation ranges range
from 4 to 12 women for every 1 man).
        Since there is no cure for SLE, treatment often requires a team approach because
of the number of organs that can be affected. SLE treatment consists primarily of
immunosuppressive drugs that inhibit the activity of the immune system.
        Hydroxychloroquine and corticosteroids (for example, prednisone) are often
used to treat SLE.
        An earlier diagnosis may result in a better treatment. Women need to seek a
professional diagnosis if they are experiencing any Lupus symptoms.

African American women are
affected with Lupus twice as

often as are Caucasian women.

 



"Bonds That Can't Be Broken Forum"
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May 22, 2021
3:08 p.m. (via Zoom)



"Making Your Side Hustle Legit"
June 10, 2021

6:08 to 7:08 p.m.
(Via Zoom)

Hosted by Aimee Wigfall
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Tech Tips
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Ways to increase your WiFi speed
 

Looking for even more ways to try to increase your Wi-Fi speed and extend the
Internet connection range?

 

1. Use a wireless range extender. While this may not speed up the
connection, it can boost the signal into the dead spots of your house or

office. For example, if your router is on the first floor of your house, you
may want to add a wireless range extender on another floor to boost the

signal. It can be a big help in areas with thick walls or other physical
structures that can impede a wireless signal.

 
2. Add access points. Think of access points as creating a wireless mesh

around your house. They transmit Internet signals to each other to
create a wireless network. They are created for large spaces with

multiple floors.
 

3. Speed up the data stream. That invisible wireless connection can have
a huge impact on our daily lives—determining how much we get done
or how much we can kick back and relax. No one wants dropped video

calls, choppy video streaming, or slow file downloads. With a little
know-how, the appropriate router and some persistence, you can tweak

your wireless router’s settings to increase your channel width with
options of 20, 40, 80, and even 160 MHz to improve WiFi connection

speed and extend range.
 

4. Update routers, gateways, and devices to the latest
WiFi 6 standard. Experience Gigabit speeds and improved

responsiveness with PCs and routers featuring best-in-class5 Intel®
WiFi 6 (Gig+) technology.

~ Contributed by Soror Markea Haywood ~



 

 

GKO Prayer Line
Dial-in number

(605) 313-4464; access code 680232

"Have I not commanded you? Be strong and of good
courage; do not be afraid, nor be dismayed, for the

Lord your God is with you wherever you go."
~ Joshua 1:9

 
When the assignment on your life is great, the warfare assigned
to your life is great, too. At times it may feel like it is impossible,
and there is no way you could fulfill the assignment.
        When you feel weary, remember who God is:

 
• God is present through every test and trial.

 
• He is faithful over his promises.

 
• He is a provider of shelter in times of storm.

 
• He is my peace. I have peace that goes beyond understanding.

 
• He is my Victory!

Chaplain's
Corner
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Chaplain's Corner
(continued)

GKO Prayer Line
Dial-in number

(605) 313-4464; access code 680232

Did you miss any of Gamma Kappa Omega's
Prayer Calls? 

Find your spiritual refreshing with
Soror Markea and a recorded Prayers on

GKO's YouTube channel @
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3e0Vtu5r1-MG_DrtZFP9Ug/
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This ...



"Build and Protect Your Economic Legacy"
The Sorors of Gamma Kappa Omega want to thank everyone who supported our

"Protecting Your Economic Legacy," with Sorors Jacari, Monica and Breonna.
Watch the replay on Gamma Kappa Omega's YouTube Channel @

https://youtu.be/5CxStNyoKO8.
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"Little Girls, Big Dollars"
 

GKO thanks all of the viewers who joined with us for our virtual "Little Girls Big Dollars" event in
April, 2021 hosted by Soror Jacari Henderson.
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Emergency Care Wall
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Protocol Quiz
 

1.) How many Sorors does GKO need to
be present for a meeting to have a

quorum?
 

2.) Who is our Target 1 Chairman? 
 

3.) What statement should a Soror say
when making a motion? 

 

4.) Which Sorors serve on the Graduate
Council?

 

5.) Who can not make a motion? 
 

 
Bonus Question: 

Which current GKO Soror is/was the longest-
serving member initiated in the Delta Beta chapter? 

 

Protocol Quiz

1.) How many Sorors does GKO
need to have present to have a

quorum?
 

2.) Who is our Target 1 Chairman?
 

3.) What statement should a Soror
say when making a motion?

 

4.) Which Sorors serve on the
Graduate Council? 

 
5.) Who cannot make a motion?  

 
Bonus Question:

Which current GKO Soror is/was is the longest-
serving member initiated in the Delta Beta

Chapter?
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From the Arch-Ives

Sorors first chapter meeting in
June 2019

Charter member Soror Thelma
Gibbs Walker

S.S.NEW B.L.O.O.D. gathering
together after chapter meeting in

2016

Soror Deb and Soror Donna at the
Hats Regional conference,

Louisville 2003.
(Bottom picture) Regional

Conference in Milwaukee, Wisc.,
EAF fundraising event 2004.
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Newsletter Submissions

 

Financial Certification Training:  May 1, 2021

Deadline ~ Thelma Gibbs Walker Scholarship:  May 5, 2021

Mental Health Matters Forum:   Thursday, May 6, 2021

Chapter Meeting:  Saturday, May 8, 2021

Pretty Hygienic Bags:  May 8, 2021

Mother's Day:  Sunday, May 9, 2021

Community Mid-Day Prayer: Wednesday, May 12 @ 9:08 a.m.

Prayer Call:  Friday, May 14, 2021, @ 9:08 a.m.

Grad Training Certification: May 15, 2021

Prayer Call:  Friday, May 28, 2021, @ 9:08 a.m.

Bonds That Can't Be Broken: 'Mommy & Me' Sip:  May 22, 2021

Newsletter Submission:  May 27, 2021 

Making Your Side Hustle Legit: June 10, 2021 @ 6:08 p.m.

Serious Matters
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We'd love to hear your news for GKO Ivy Newsletter!
 

The deadline to submit an item to the GKO Ivy Newsletter is the 27th of the month for the next issue.  If
submitting photos, please identify the event and each person in the photo (from left to right).
 

Submitted items are to be emailed to:  20PearlsPink@gmail.com.

Serious Matters


